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Agroecology in Upper East and Northeast Region, Ghana 

 

 

This case study documents some of what is taking place in the agroecological zones in 

the Upper East and Northeast Regions of Ghana.  This case study introduces readers to 

some of the farmers extending agroecological practices in the two regions, and two of the 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) which support them.  Agroecological agriculture 

is demonstrating exactly why it is the present and the future. 

 

Ecological Context 

The ecological zones of the Upper East Region and Northeast Region are typically Sudan 

Savannah.  The area has warm temperature throughout the entire year. Its dispersed tree 

cover enables the growth of many grasses and shrubs, which are of benefit to life stock. 

 

District: Nabdam 
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Community: Gundoug 

Organic Farmer: Mr. Fuseini Bugbon  

 

“At the beginning, everything was organic,” these are some of the first words from Mr. 

Fuseini Bugbon, during my visit to his farm.  This is central to understanding why he has 

chosen to be an organic farmer.  This is a decision he made in 1992. He has not deviated.  

“Why should we forget the natural way; organic is life for all.”  

Mr. Bugbon farms four (4) impressive acres. According to him, if his father returned from 

the ancestral realm and visited the village he would not find his old home unless he asked 

for directions.  The landscape has been fundamentally transformed.  You would expect it 

to be “Sahelian” -- dry, hot, with loose sandy soils and sparse vegetation. To the contrary, 

the farm has more in common with the forest zones.  The vegetation is lush and the micro-

climate has been transformed through trees. 
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Mr. Bugbon has lots of trees: cashew, mangos, pawpaw, guava, and moringa.  I should 

mention that he also has two coconut trees and lots of cocoa trees.  Trees, he explains, 

were the first things he planted. They were fundamental to the transformation of this 

formerly barren land.  This land now also grows banana trees as well as bitter leaf and 

pigeon peas. 
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Productivity is not a problem.  Mr. Bugbon has crops of maize, cassava, banana, sweet 

potatoes, sorghum, groundnuts, pepper and rice.  He also cultivates traditional vegetables 

such at bitto, ayoyo, and samvama. On his farm you will also find coco yam and water 

yam. The diversity is awe-inspiring. 

 

 

 

Mr. Bugbon is very concerned with biodiversity on his farm. “If the soil is not alive, we will 

not be alive.” He continues by offering an experiment. “Gather cow dung and add water.  

Gather synthetic material and add water.  Check what you find. The next day you will see 

beetles and insects in the cow dung mixture.  There is life.”  He does not say anything 

about the other mixture.  It is therefore no surprise that Mr. Bugbon also raises bees to 

assist with pollination and for their offerings of honey.  Similarly, sheep, goats and guinea 

fowls are all integrated into his farm.  The plants that he does not use directly serve as 

green manure and as animal feed.  In return, the animals offer manure to build soil 
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structure and fertility.  His guinea fowls also assist in pest control. For Mr. Bugbon, this is 

proof that “human beings . . .are linked with biodiversity.” 

Co-creation and sharing of knowledge 

Schools in the area recognize that to have this farm is to have an agroecological university 

in the backyard.  As Mr. Bugbon reminds, “farming is a practice of knowledge, organic is 

knowledge.”  Therefore, his farm is often a destination for students from nearby schools.  

As a lead farmer in the community, he is patient and confident that agroecology will again 

become the first choice of farmers.  “Give them time, those in synthetic [agriculture] they 

will come back to us.” 

 

The way ahead 

The challenges are very clear to Mr. Bugbon:  “Inorganic agriculture compromises what 

we deserve. Biodiversity is being lost and our health is in problem.”  

The solution is ever more apparent: “concentrating on organic agriculture, this will solve 

our problems.” 
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Noyine-Ganiseerum (Unity is sweeter than honey)  

 

District: Bongo 

Community: Asaloko 

Farmers: Noyine-Ganiseerum1  Women’s cooperative farm   

 

 

 

 

 

The Noyine-Ganiseerum Women’s Cooperative is comprised of 45 women farmers.  Their 

more than six acre farm organic farm is divided into 45 plots that the women farm 

 
1 This translates as “Unity is sweeter than honey.” 
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individually. The women worked together to fence their land and put in the irrigation 

system. 

One of the strengths of this farm is its linkages to local culture and food traditions.  The 

women specialize in growing traditional vegetables. These are some of the thousands of 

food crops that are ignored by industrial agriculture, because there is little commercial 

value. The women cooperative members produce crops such as: bilivooro, bomto, 

nangina, and lenkolgo.  These crops help ensure household food security and provide a 

diversity of food laden with macro and micro-nutrients. 

 

Bilivooro plant; used in traditional Gurune cuisine. 

Noyine-Ganiseerum Women’s Cooperative also produces crops specifically for the 

market.  These include: bitto, bemito, cucumber, and pumpkin.  They also intend to 

introduce onions and tomatoes into their production rotation.   

This Women’s cooperative has focused on making their farm efficient. They have avoided 

the use of external inputs by incorporating their guinea fowl to help with pest control.  They 
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also use self-produced organic biological pest control plant medicine from neem trees.  

This self-reliance reduced the dependency of the farmers on external inputs. 

The Way Ahead 

Perhaps because women, generally, provide most of the unpaid care work of tending to 

sick family members, they are attentive to the link between food and health.  For them, it 

is extremely important that farming promotes rather than undermines the health of 

farmers and those who consume their food. Thus, these female farmers are strong 

advocates for the use of manure and other organic sources for building the soil and 

improving its fertility, as well as avoiding environmental harm.  This requires government 

create, for instance, an enabling environment to support the local production and 

distribution of organic fertilizers.  Moreover, government should encourage the use of 

manure and organic inputs deliberately through policy. Practically, this could take the form 

of government ensuring that rural farmers have greater access to veterinarian services, 

which would help farmers secure the well-being of their life stock.  Healthier animals which 

live longer lives provide manure for farms for longer periods of time. For the Noyine-

Ganiseerum Women’s Cooperative, the way ahead must include a focus on government 

enabling the full potential and synergy typical of agroecological agriculture. 
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District: Bolga East 

Farmer: Mr. Joseph Abarike Azuma 

 

 
Mr. Abarike farms approximately four to five acres.  His organic farm utilizes many 

agroecological practices. For example, he inter-crops maize and bitto.  He also grows 

cassava, okra, garden eggs and sweet potato. Very mindful of diversity, he cultivates not 

one, but five, varieties of sweet potatoes. This diversity also has economic benefits. He 

is able to sell a wide variety of things.  For example, he deliberately cultivates sugar cane 

so as to satisfy a youthful market that “likes sweet sweet things.” 

 

His approach to diversity on the farm attends to vertical and temporal diversity. For 

example, the jatropha plants inter-planted with acacia provide vertical diversity. They also 

serve other functions, the jatropha serves as a barrier protecting the crops from small 

ruminants and the acacia fixes nitrogen in the soil as it also provides animal fodder.  The 

temporal diversity is realized through his practice of crop rotation. He often uses bean 

leaves as a cover crop, before planting maize in the same area at a later time. 
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The large number of trees on the farms demonstrates Mr. Abarike’s incorporation of 

agroforestry. On his farm you find pawpaw and banana trees growing prodigiously. Yet 

this is a Sahelian area. You can also find palm trees that not only grow, but also fruit 

abundantly. Mr. Abarike attributes this success to his focus on building soil structure and 

fertility through the use of organic manure and mulching. As he explains, “manure reduces 

acidity and builds the soil structure.  The plants grow very well because the manure also 

encourages other plant life.  These aerate the soil so it retains more moisture.”  
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The efficiency and productivity of this farm is also linked to how it incorporates animals.  

Pig rearing is one element.  The rearing of ducks and fish is another.  Currently, the farm 

is rearing more than 3,000 cat fish.  This provides another stream of income on the farm 

and the water from the fish ponds are also rich in fertilizer which are periodically used on 

the fields. 
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Co-creation and Sharing of Knowledge 

Sharing knowledge about organic agriculture is Mr. Abarike’s passion. He has a clear 

vision. He will establish a practical learning center for agriculture students.  In fact, he has 

already started building a six block class room.  He intends to recruit a motivational 

speaker who can inspire the interest of youth in agriculture and a financial expert who can 

provide young farmers with important guidance on financial matters.  One of the areas 

where he may provide guidance directly is on planning and managing his farm.  This he 

maintains is also important to the high productivity of his farm. 

 

The Way Ahead 

Mr. Abarike believes in organic farming because it is “beneficial to the health of the people 

who consume my food.”  He is also aware of the “diminishing returns” of inorganic 

fertilizer. That is, you need to keep applying more and more inorganic fertilizer over time 

to maintain crop yields. As a results the returns to the farmer decreases over time. This 
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is not the way forward.  Rather, it is important that farmers using agroecology be 

supported to share ideas and innovations among each other.  Government should support 

farmers with different types of water conservation methods and with extension services 

to improve animal husbandry.   

 

District: Bolga East  

Organization: Community Self Reliance Centre  

 

 

The Community Self Reliance Centre has been in operation for 12 years.  The non-

governmental organization (NGO) is an off shoot of the Zuuri Organic Vegetables Farmer 

Associations, a 26 year old organization that is based in Bawku. 

Currently, Community Self Reliance Centre works with 210 farmer associations  in 59 

communities. These communities are in the Bolga Municipality, and the  Bolga East, 

Bongo, Nabdam, Talensi districts. These farmer associations/groups normally have 30 to 

35 members; the majority of the members are women.  
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The Community Self Reliance Centre promotes organic agriculture. Their training 

includes compost making, use of manure and sea weed (as an organic fertilizer).  To 

promote agroforestry, the Community Self Reliance Centre also operates four tree 

nurseries, which focus on mango, mahogany cashew, and acacia. Three of these 

nurseries are within and managed by communities.  The Community Self Reliance Centre 

also promotes life-stock and poultry rearing. One of the ways they support farmers is 

linking them to veterinary services and providing education on appropriate housing and 

feeding of livestock. Another way that the CSRC, supports farmers is through its Low 

external inputs and sustainable Agriculture (LEISA) training. 

Fully cognizant for the need for organic farmers to have access to niche markets, The 

Community Self Reliance Centre has been working with the International federation 

Organic Agriculture Movement (IFOAM) based in Germany.  More specifically, CSRC in 

participating in the Organic Market for Development (OM4D) project, which includes 

Burkina Faso, Togo and Sao Tome and Principe. 

The focus has been establishing a Participatory Guarantee Systems for organic products 

which includes, producers, marketers, consumers, and processors. Designed to ensure 

adherence to organic production quality standards, this also includes a peer review 

process. By providing a form of third party guarantee of organic standards, farmers are 

better enable to negotiate with supermarkets and other bulk buyers.  In this way CSRC 

hopes to support market development that is critical for the expansion of agroecological 

farming. 
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 Mr. Issifu Sulemana, Centre for Ecological Agriculture and Livelihood 

 

District: Walewale 

Centre for Ecological Agriculture and Livelihood; 

Lead Facilitator: Ms. Issifu  

 

In 2017, Centre for Ecological Agriculture and Livelihoods (CEAL) was registered as a 

non-governmental organization (NGO). However, CEAL’s lineage extends as far back as 

1991. That is the when the Zasilari Ecological Farms Project was founded by Mr. David 

Agongo. Eight years later it was officially registered as NGO.  The main purpose was to 

mobilize small holder farmers and promote organic farming.  This was important to give 

small holder farmers alternatives to chemical inputs, which were becoming too expensive.  

After the death of the founder, Zailari floundered. However it had inspired and trained 

others.  One of these was Mr. Issifu, who would lead the founding and development of 

CEAL. 
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The Centre for Ecological Agriculture and Livelihood (CEAL), like its predecessor focuses 

its attention on small holder farmers. Over the past three years, CEAL has worked with 

over 3000 farmers. Their training model is based on developing the capacities of one 

farmer from a community and supporting that farmer to then train another 10 persons in 

their respective communities.  When successful this model generates 100 persons per 

community who has had training in agroecological agriculture. 

Given the importance of soil, in agroecological farming, CEAL has focused its training on 

soil amendment. More specifically, they have trained farmers on different types of 

composting. Additionally, mindful of the need to recycle all nutrients and minimize all 

“waste,” CEAL has trained farmers on techniques for extracting biological “resources” 

from garbage sites.  Essentially, this is a resource reclaiming process, where community 

dumpsites are mined, and biological resources reclaimed and then treated via an 

additional composting process. 

CEAL has also promoted agro-forestry among the farmers it trains so they can better 

integrate trees into their croplands.  Indeed, CEAL is doing this itself on its 6 acre farm.  

Mr. Issifu notes that the, “land was not in the best conditions when we started. It is not 

very fertile and lacked water.”  It is only two (2) years that they have begun developing 

their farm. This is a short period of time. However, it is already apparent that “applying 

ecological measures of brining the land back…. we see soil life coming back.  We see 

earthworms coming back to the soil.”   

There are different things motivating Mr. Issifu Sulemana. First, he explains, “I am a friend 

of nature”.  However, he is observing “the growing poisoning of all food systems.” The 

“current food system is leading us to poison ourselves. Vegetables are sprayed and the 

next day we are eating some and selling some.  The residues of chemical you use, can 

never be taken them away.   This threat to health and environment is part of what 

motivates him. 

There are other motivations. Mr. Sulemana is concerned about the reducing autonomy of 

farmers. “Unless the farmer goes to the market, they can’t produce.  We are now buying 

everything from the seed to harvesting [services].”  Thus CEAL, seeks to answer the 
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question: “can we give the farmer an alternative to produce without necessarily going to 

market?” 

This problem became quite palpable in 2019, when Walewale experienced a shortage of 

inorganic fertilizer. Growing dependency on external inputs, meant that many farmers, 

were distraught in the face of these fertilizers shortages. With their livelihoods at risk, 

many farmers engaged in a range of actions. These included stopping trucks making 

deliveries of fertilizer before they got to their destination to buy all the fertilizer.  Others 

offered boisterous critiques of the Ministry Of Food and Agriculture in every possible 

media. Still others demanded that their Member of Parliament get them more fertilizer.  

What impact will COVID 19 have on the availability of imported inorganic fertilizer? 

Mr. Sulemana is clear about his vision. He wants CEAL to grow and become one of the 

biggest agroecological organizations here.  For this to work, they will have to influence 

“more small holder farmers to adapt and practice agroecology in Northeast Region.”   

The Way Forward 

The reason why industrial agriculture seems more dominant is because it receives an 

unfair advantage. For Mr. Sulemana, it would be good if the government give[s] organic 

farming the same attention as they give to commercial agriculture.  He adds further that, 

the government should “establish financing schemes for organic farming” and these “must 

be attractive. The interest rate must be minimal.”  According to him, organic farmers have 

challenges with markets. There is a need for government to support  the organization of 

organic markets.   

 

District: 

Community: Karaminga 

Farmer: Ibrahim Salifu 
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Ganneou Salifu holding a freshly harvested melon. 

 

Mr. Ibrahim Salifu is actively making his dreams come through. One of these dreams is 

to inspire “youth to get involved with sustainable agriculture, with organic agriculture, 

instead of depending on the chemical world.” 

What inspired him to start his farm?  “ I have been always interested in our local culture 

and always tried to understand why we do what we do.”  Also, he continues, “I am 

interested in local herbs.” 

These were part of the impetus to his seven acre farm, where he grows maize, okra, 

pepper, melons, pawpaw, bitto, ayoyo, sweet potatoes and other crops.  This farm can 

even boast of nine (9) termite mounds and one and a half acres left as nature wants it, 

just for bees. In the past, when he had the opportunity to have an occasional visit by an 

agricultural extension officer, they often encouraged him to get rid of the termite mounds.  

Mr. Salifu, resisted.  For him, termites are some of an organic farmer’s best friends.  He 
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explains that termites consume dried grass.  He does not use fire on his farm.  Rather, 

he leaves the grasses and stalks for the termites. They in return help to aerate the soil as 

they feed.  In turn, the succulent termites become food for his guinea fowls. 

Mr. Salifu seems quite fond of his guinea fowls.  His maize plants look extremely healthy.  

He points out that they are not affected by the army worm.  This is not true for the other 

farmers around who all happen to not be organic farmers.  Mr. Salifu gives much of the 

credit to his guinea fowls; they provide excellent pest control services as well offer up 

organic fertilizer for free. Thus, Mr. Salifu is very much committed to agroecological 

approaches, which seeks synergy between crop production and other animal and insect 

life.  

 

Intense intercropping of cassava and bitto, with patches of maize incorporated. 

This interest in enabling ecological relationships that promote synergy and promoting 

biodiversity underpins the acre plus that has been left for bees and the propagation of 

herbal plants.  Bees aid with pollination, so they are an essential part of an agroecological 
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farm. Mr. Salifu is already training other farmers in bee keeping, which can provide an 

additional revenue stream for small holder farmers.  Keeping such a large area 

“uncultivated” is important for ensuring that medicinal herbs and other plants remain 

available for use by human and non-human life. 

 

 

In the traditional cuisine of the Upper East Region, this leaf is used to wrap tubani. 

Life starts with the seed.  As an organic farmer, Mr. Ibrahim Salifu is particularly 

concerned with producing his own healthy seeds.  He has dedicated a great deal of 

energy to developing seeds.  He has also encouraged other farmers to do the same.  

There is a clear economic logic: if farmers can cultivate their own quality seeds they save 

revenue. For example, onion seeds are very expensive and many farmers have to buy 

seeds every year. This is not a recipe for successful organic farming. Moreover, as the 

selecting of and multiplication of seeds is commodified and appropriated by 

agribusinesses, the more rapidly the de-skilling of farmers take place. This forces farmers 
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into relationships of dependency. Mr. Salifu is acutely aware of the need for farmers to 

hold on to their indigenous/traditional agricultural knowledge and extend it further by 

farmer led and on-farm research.  He continues to experiment with seed production. 

The Way Forward 

For Mr. Salifu, the biggest challenge to organic farming includes limited access to finance. 

He points out that “limited financing has restricted the rate of expansion of the farm.” 

He wants to see government recognize and reward organic farming. This should be a part 

of a system to “appreciate and support organic farming.”  Government should “provide 

more support to farmers doing organic work. This is the way to go because it is more 

sustainable.  We need to get these chemicals off our farms. They are really affecting our 

lands and our people.” 
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